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Lesson 10, Part 4 

 

The third harmony generating software program we'll look at is Zplane's Vielklang Instant 

Harmony. This one is less expensive than Harmony Engine Evo, and in my opinion is better and 

more intuitive. One big difference is that rather than a VST effect plug-in like Evo and ReaVoice, 

Vielklang is technically a virtual instrument. Reaper doesn't really differentiate between different 

types of tracks but some DAWs do. And if you use a different DAW that does, it's good to know. 

You would need to load up an instrument track specifically. 

 

So, let's take a look. Let's go ahead and create a track and click on the "FX" button. Now, once you 

install Vielklang, it will show up as a VSTi, meaning VST instrument. Go ahead and double click 

on that. And this is the Vielklang window. Another way this program is different is that you don't 

need to load an audio file onto a track in Reaper. Instead Vielklang asks you to import the audio file 

directly. So, you can either click on this folder and navigate your way to the audio file or you can 

just drag it directly in. If you wanna do it like that, you wanna load the media explorer. Go to view 

in Reaper and click on "Media Explorer" and it adds a Media Explorer tab next to the mixer down 

here. Navigate your way to the audio file and then drag it on to the Vielklang window. And there it 

is, I just dragged in the Son of The Sea again since we've been working with that. If you're sick of it 

by now, try recording your own vocal and using that. 

 

For Son of The Sea, we know that the song is in the key of G major but Vielklang figures that out 

automatically. Notice here that it says "Melody Properties." And it just sensed from the structure of 

the song that it was in G major. And since that is correct, I will click "Okay." Let's take a quick look 

at the work space. Notice that the melody line has been displayed onto this piano role with these 

blocks here. There's no harmony yet. To get that, just click on the big button up here that says, you 

guessed it "Harmonize," and the harmonies appear. These red blocks here represent high harmony 

parts and these blue blocks represent low harmony parts. If we come down to harmony settings 

down here, you'll see that Vielklang automatically created a three-voiced intelligent harmony 

pattern. So, that means it added two harmonies to the melody. Let's listen to what it generated. 

 

[music] 

 

The three-voiced intelligent mode is the one that Vielklang defaults to but there are all these other 

ones here as well. Let's click on some of these other types of harmony and see how they differ. 

 

[music] 

 

And here's with just two voices. 

 

[music] 

 

Parallel. 

 

[music] 

 

Block chords. 
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[music] 

 

Full board on. I have no idea what that means. 

 

[music] 

 

Organum. 

 

[music] 

 

Anyway, let's stick with the three-voiced intelligent which is how the original song was recorded. 

One more tool to show you is this accordion looking thing down here. That controls how widely 

spread or tight the harmony parts are. The default is actually a little wide for my liking. 

 

[music] 

 

So, I'm going to make it tighter. 

 

[music] 

 

That's much closer to the original. As with harmony engine, the automatic harmony generated is 

correct for the overall key of the song but may well not be suited to the song's chord changes. But 

unlike Harmony Engine, you don't need to mess around with MIDI files in different track routings 

in order to get exactly the harmonies you want. You can just drag and drop these blobs here to make 

them sing the right notes. We'll do that in just a minute. First, let's take a closer look at the work 

space. At the top left is the horizontal zoom and scroll tool. Drag the ends to zoom in and out. And 

while zoomed in, you can drag the whole thing to scroll left and right. Over on the right, is the 

vertical zooming scroll tool. Also, if you hold your mouse in the middle of the window here and 

scroll the mouse's scroll wheel, if you have one, you can scroll up and down. 

 

Across the top is a list of chords that Vielklang used to create these harmonies. Now, let's come 

down and click on "Mixer" down here. You can control both the loudness and the panning of the 

three voices. And notice as I hover over each box, that voice is highlighted above in the window. 

High harmony, low harmony. You can control the panning with this slider underneath and the 

volume with the slider on the side or you can control both at the same time by clicking and dragging 

on the dot. Also notice in the bottom right corner of each voice is a little icon with headphones and 

speakers. The headphones are for soloing and the speaker is for muting. Okay. We need to tweak the 

harmony parts so they at least are correct for the chords in Son of The Sea. We can do some of that 

by using the chord blocks across the top. For example, you might remember that "I'm the" is 

supposed to be a C, not a G. So, to change that, we can just click here, and scroll down to C and 

change it, and you see that the harmony is moved. 

 

[music] 

 

If you really wanna recreate an existing harmony part giving you that ultimate control, then we can 

use a combination of the chord changes like we just used, plus we can edit each note individually. 

Luckily, Vielklang makes that super easy. Let's do the high part first. It'll be easier if we listen to 
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only that harmony. So, let's solo it by going down and clicking on voice control. You can also do 
this from the mixer window. And in the box with the red dots which represents the high harmony, 

click on the headphones icon which will solo the high harmony. So, we'll start at the beginning and 

we're gonna need to zoom in. So, let's drag that about half way over, and slide this up. Okay. 

 

[music] 

 

It actually is really close to the original until we get to "land" That should be... 

 

[music] 

 

So, all we have to do is drag this note up to where it's supposed to be. 

 

[music] 

 

And if you don't want it to start playing at the very beginning again every single time you press the 

space bar, just come over to the track in the reaper window and wherever you place your cursor in 

that track, that's where it's gonna start playing back. 

 

[music] 

 

Okay. So, now that we know how to do that, let's get back to editing. 

 

[music] 

 

"Mist rolling over" is also really close to the original, but "the lea" is incorrect. 

 

[music] 

 

Should be "the lea." 

 

[music] 

 

Zooming in. 

 

[music] 

 

Now, you'll notice a little bit of weirdness here where they're not really even and they were broken 

into several notes. We can do a little bit about that by double clicking on these notes to open up 

some more tools. There is a volume control and there's a drift control which controls how far off the 

note it is, and you can also control fade in and out and length of the fade as well. And, if you want 

to fine tune this, it's supposed to be a G, but you see it's higher than the two notes. It's closer to a G 

sharp. So, if we hold the Alt button down and drag this, that's a little bit better, and we can also drag 

this note down, hold the Alt button, drag it down just a little. It's a little choppy, but it'll be fine. So, 

we would continue doing that same thing for the high harmony all the way across, and then we 

work on the low harmony. Let's zoom out a bit and we're gonna wanna start at the beginning again. 

We're going to want to solo the low part and unsolo the high part. Remember, the blue is the low. 
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[music] 
 

Should be "one with the land." 

 

[music] 

 

Good. Now, we would continue doing that all the way across. When you've worked your way 

through tailoring each part, unsolo all the parts, and it will sound something like this. 

 

[music] 

 

I think that sounds pretty awesome and even more natural than Harmony Engine. As with Harmony 

Engine, there are tons of different things Vielklang can do that we didn't go into. I recommend 

watching a few of their videos on YouTube which really go into detail and take you through each of 

the other tools. So, that's it for these three programs that can do harmony for you. They definitely 

have their place. I still prefer the traditional method where actual humans, even if all those humans 

are you, do all the actual singing. 


